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ABSTRACT

Motion estimation plays an important role for the coding perfor-
mance achieved in current video coding schemes. However, the
computational burden of motion estimation algorithms is often high,
especially if the temporal distance between pictures is large. We
describe a predictive motion estimation algorithm that takes advan-
tage of motion correlation found specifically in scalable video cod-
ing using open-loop hierarchical B pictures or motion-compensated
temporal filtering. The simulation results illustrate that our proposed
algorithm significantly reduces the computational complexity of mo-
tion estimation while maintaining objective and visual quality almost
identical to an exhaustive full search algorithm.

Index Terms— Scalable video coding, motion estimation, hier-
archical B pictures

1. INTRODUCTION

Motion compensation (MC) is one among the key factors for the
compression performance of most current video coding schemes.
However, motion estimation (ME), i. e. determining the motion pa-
rameters of a video sequence, is computationally intensive and typi-
cally consumes most of the time spent during encoding. Most video-
coding standards, such as MPEG-1/2/4 and H.264/AVC [1] employ
block based motion compensation where individual pictures are par-
titioned into rectangular pixel regions and a displaced block from a
reference picture is used as prediction for each partition. The en-
coder only codes the displacement (a motion vector, MV) for each
region and a texture residual representing the difference between the
original samples and the prediction. In scalable video coding (SVC)
using hierarchical B pictures [2] or motion compensated temporal
filtering (MCTF) [3], correlation of motion parameters in different
temporal layers can be expected. In this paper, we propose to use
temporal inter layer MV candidates within a recursive motion esti-
mation scheme [4]. Thus significantly reducing the computational
complexity of the motion estimation stage in temporally hierarchi-
cal video coding. The temporal inter layer candidates are derived
from ME results from earlier temporal layers for which the motion
estimation has already been carried out.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review the
main features of block-based motion estimation and video coding
using hierarchical B pictures. The proposed fast motion estimation
algorithm is described in Section 3. Finally, simulation results and
comparisons are presented in Section 4.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Block-Based Motion Estimation

During the ME process an optimal motion vector is typically found
by minimising a cost function containing a distortion measure. Per-
haps the most common distortion measure is the sum of absolute
differences (SAD). For a block of size M !N located at pixel posi-
tion (x, y)T inside the current picture st at time index t and a refer-
ence block at a displacement of v = (vx, vy)T inside the reference
picture st+!t, the SAD is defined as

SAD(vx, vy) =
M!1X

m=0

N!1X

n=0

|st(x + m, y + n)

" st+!t(x + m + vx, y + m + vy)|. (1)

Rate-constrained ME also accounts for the estimated or actual
number of bits needed to encode the motion parameters by minimis-
ing the Lagrangian cost function

J = SAD(v) + ! · R(v), (2)

where R is the rate required to encode the motion information. The
Langrangian multiplier ! allows for a trade-off between motion vec-
tor rate and texture rate and is typically derived from the quantiser
settings at the encoder [2].

In general, block based ME can be described as minimising the
cost function (2) for a set of motion vector candidates

S = {v1, v2, . . . vn} . (3)

Fast motion estimation algorithms can significantly reduce the
number of computations while only minimally degrading the com-
pression efficiency. In comparison to a full motion vector search,
such fast algorithms typically reduce the set of motion vectors to be
tested to sparse search patterns, possibly iteratively applying a pat-
tern search centred around the best candidate ([5] et al.).

In typical video sequences, moving objects often cover image
regions that are larger than the maximum MC block size or mac-
roblock size. Therefore, spatially adjacent motion vectors are often
highly correlated. This fact is often exploited in video coding sys-
tems by coding only the difference between a current motion vec-
tor and an associated motion vector predictor (MVP) derived from
causal spatially adjacent vectors ([1] et al.). Moreover, correlation
among temporally adjacent vectors can also be expected due to only
slowly changing content within individual scenes. Many ME meth-
ods utilise a MVP as initial vector around which the search algorithm
is centred [6, 7] or exclusively use a set of candidates composed of
MVPs and vectors derived from the MVPs, relying on a convergence
of the estimated MV field [4].



2.2. Hierarchical B Pictures

The fast motion estimation algorithm presented in this paper has
been specifically designed for video coding using open-loop hier-
archical B pictures or MCTF. A typical prediction structure with hi-
erarchical B pictures is shown in Figure 1. Pictures are denoted as
sl

t with the subscript index t specifying the time index and the super-
script index l specifying the temporal layer. The arrows are pointing
from the reference pictures used for motion-compensated prediction
towards the predicted picture, e. g. sl+1

2t+1 is bidirectionally predicted
from motion compensated pictures sl+2

t and sl+2
t+1.

sl+2
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical B picture prediction structure with 3 temporal
layers.

While each picture is coded only within one of the temporal lay-
ers, finer layers always include all pictures of coarser layers (greyed
out pictures) for output to a display, i. e. pictures within a column are
identical:

sl
t # sl!k

2kt
$ k % Z. (4)

For closed-loop coding, decoded pictures are used as prediction
references, so each temporal layer l must be coded before its next
finer layer l " 1 can be coded resulting in a coarser-to-finer coding
order. In open-loop coding, original pictures are used as prediction
references during the encoding process, removing the coding order
constraint and allowing for finer-to-coarser encoding. While this in-
creases the number of frame buffers needed during encoding, ME
can be performed among pictures with lower temporal distance first.
Coarser layers may then exploit inter-layer motion correlation by
using already estimated MVs of finer layers for ME initialisation or
predictive MV coding [8].

3. PROPOSED MOTION ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

The motion estimation algorithm presented in this paper has been
implemented into the Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM), the refer-
ence software used in the standardisation activity of the Joint Video
Team (JVT) for a scalable coding extension based on H.264/AVC.
The proposed algorithm does not require any normative changes to
the decoding process specified in SVC and is only implemented at
the encoder side. The unaltered coding in the JSVM is based on
16 ! 16 pixel macroblocks (MB). MC is performed for MBs coded
in one of the several possible inter modes which allow a partitioning
of individual MBs into smaller MC blocks. The available partition-
ings are 16! 16, 16! 8, 8! 16 and 8! 8, where each partition in
the 8! 8 mode may be further subdivided into 8! 4, 4! 8 or 4! 4

sub-partitions. One or two MVs at quarter-pel precision with accom-
panying reference picture indices are assigned to each (sub-)partition
for uni- or bi-directional MC respectively.

The proposed ME algorithm composes a candidate set S of full-
pel accurate MVs for forward and backward prediction of each (sub-
)partition (see Figure 2). While the candidates in set S must capture
spatial, temporal and inter-layer motion correlation for good coding
efficiency, the size of S must also be limited in order to reduce ME
complexity. The derivation of the MV candidates requires access to
MVs from either the current or previously estimated motion vector
fields. In order to simplify calculations and also avoid unavailable
MVs (due to unidirectional or intra-coded MBs) we store both the
forward and backward MVs of the 16 ! 16 estimation of each MB
independent of the actual coding mode used for the MB for further
reference. The MV storage is only required at the encoder side, as no
changes are made to the JSVM bitstream syntax or semantics. The
individual full-pel MV candidates in set S are chosen as follows.

Zero Vector Candidates
Many scenes contain little or no camera or background motion at all,
therefore a forward and a backward zero vector (0, 0)T are added to
the candidate set.

Spatial Vector Candidates
Up to three candidates per prediction direction are derived from spa-
tially adjacent partitions inside the current picture. First of all we
are using the MVP which is also used for differential coding of the
current MV and derived using the algorithm specified in [2]. If avail-
able, we also include the MVs of the left neighbour and the top-right
neighbour partitions taken from the motion vectors used in calculat-
ing the MVP. If the top-right neighbour does not exist, it is replaced
by the top-left neighbour.

Temporal Vector Candidates
The temporal vector candidates for forward and backward estimation
are derived differently due to the availability of previously estimated
MVs. Backward MV candidates are derived from inverted forward
MVs of the current picture, therefore only MVs from above or to the
left of the current MB are used due to causality constraints. We chose
the two previously stored 16 ! 16 mode MVs from the MBs to the
left and top-right of the current MB as temporal vector candidates.
For forward MVs the situation is different, as we can use any of
the backward MVs from the already estimated MV field of st!2 as
candidates. The selected forward candidates are the inverted MVs
from the stored 16 ! 16 field, taken from the right and bottom-left
neighbours of the colocated MB.

Temporal Inter-Layer Vector Candidates
The key aspect of our proposed scheme is the usage of a temporal
inter-layer candidate (ILC) whose purpose is to improve vector pre-
diction specifically in the context of hierarchical B pictures. With

st!2 st!1 st st+1

vbwd(st)
vfwd(st)

Fig. 2. Motion vectors for forward prediction (vfwd) are referencing
pictures from the past, backward MVs (vbwd) from the future.
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Fig. 3. Derivation of temporal inter-layer vector candidates.

each temporal layer, the temporal distance between motion compen-
sated pictures is doubled and would therefore require an increased
MV search range for ME. However, MVs from earlier layers can
be combined to predict the motion in later layers. A candidate for
temporal layer l is calculated from a stored 16 ! 16 forward and
backward MV pair from the previous temporal layer l " 1:

vfwd(sl
t) := vfwd(sl!1

2t!1)" vbwd(sl!1
2t!1),

vbwd(sl
t) := vbwd(sl!1

2t+1)" vfwd(sl!1
2t+1).

(5)

Two different candidate assignment schemes for the ILC have been
examined: (a) assigning candidates to the respective colocated block
(vfwd,col) and (b) assigning the candidates to the block following the
motion trajectory. (See Figure 3 for an example: the block in sl!1

2t

maximally overlapping the referenced area of vbwd is determined,
and its colocated block in sl

t is assigned vfwd,trj as candidate.)
It should be noted that although we implement the ILC in a spe-

cific motion estimation algorithm, it can also be applied to other
motion estimation algorithms, e. g. initialising the centre of the MV
search window.

As all described candidates except for the MVP are derived di-
rectly from previous motion estimation results, we need a method for
adapting to changing motion in the sequence. Therefore, the current
set S is extended by adding a vector ri, randomly chosen from the
set
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to each vector in S, resulting in the final candidate set

Sfinal = {v1, . . . vn, v1 + r1, . . . vn + rn} , ri % R. (7)

The best MV candidate is determined by minimising the cost
function (2) for all unique vectors of the final set. For subsequent
full-pel refinement, a pattern search around the best MV candidate is
performed using the set
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Finally, sub-pel refinement is done by evaluating the eight sur-
rounding half-pel positions first and further testing the eight quarter-
pel positions around the best half-pel candidate.

For the coding mode decision the rate-distortion cost is com-
pared among the two unidirectional modes and the bi-directional
mode utilising the two best unidirectional MVs without any further
bi-directional refinement.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm has been integrated in the JVT reference
software JSVM and tested using the sequences Bus, Football, Fore-
man and Mobile at CIF resolution and 30 Hz. Results are consistent
among the tested sequences and are presented in particular for Bus
and Foreman. Our algorithm performed best for Bus and exhibited
only slightly less performance for Football and Mobile. Due to its
complex motion, Foreman is the most demanding among the tested
sequences.

In order to isolate the performance impact of the different mo-
tion estimation algorithms, encoding was performed without spatial
or quality scalability using fixed QP settings 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, and
42, using open-loop encoder control. Bus and Foreman were en-
coded using 5 temporal layers and only the first picture was coded
as intra picture. Full-pel motion estimation was performed using the
SAD of the Y ", Cb and Cr components, sub-pel estimation using the
sum of absolute coefficients of the hadamard transformed difference
(SATD) of the luma component.

Results are shown for our proposed predictive search without
the inter-layer candidate (PS) and the predictive inter-layer search
(PILS) including the ILC, and compared to full search motion es-
timation (FS) using a search range of ±48 pixels and iterative bi-
directional search switched off (bi-directional modes are evaluated
using the two estimated unidirectional MVs). We have found that
the PSNR and complexity differences between assigning the ILC to
the colocated block and the block following the motion trajectory for
PILS are negligible. Therefore, only the results for the latter are pre-
sented. The reference scheme PS is based on the recursive motion
estimation algorithm in [4]. Comparing PILS to PS illustrates the
benefit of the proposed temporal ILC. Either of the inter-temporal
candidates leads to a significant performance improvement for PILS
over the PS algorithm. The average number of examined full-pel
vectors per MB for the 16!16 mode (Cand./MB) and the total CPU
time of the encoder at QP = 33 are presented in Table 1, results
at other QP values and the candidate count ratios for the remaining
block partitionings are similar. Timing was averaged over three runs
on a Pentium 4 CPU at 3 GHz using binaries compiled using GCC 4
with enabled processor specific optimisations. Compared to FS, the

Bus, QP = 33
Cand./MB % Time [s] %

FS 17171.6 100.00 7681 100.0
PILS 27.6 0.16 157 2.1
PS 26.4 0.15 157 2.1

Foreman, QP = 33
Cand./MB % Time [s] %

FS 17240.0 100.00 15278 100.0
PILS 27.5 0.16 309 2.0
PS 26.3 0.15 305 2.0

Table 1. Candidate count for the 16 ! 16 mode and total encoder
time.
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Fig. 4. PSNR comparison for Bus and Foreman CIF at 30 Hz.

proposed algorithm reduces the number of SAD calculations roughly
by a factor of 625 and the total encoder time by a factor of 50. Total
encoder speed up is limited due to identical time requirements for
sub-pel estimation and time spent in other encoder modules. Rate-
distortion curves are shown in Figure 4. Using the Bjøntegaard mea-
surement [9] for PILS in comparison to FS we observe an average
PSNR loss of"0.057 dB or a bitrate increased by 1.2 % for Bus and
an average PSNR loss of "0.336 dB or a bitrate increased by 8.1 %
on average for Foreman.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a predictive motion estimation al-
gorithm for scalable video coding using MV prediction specifically
suited for the temporal decomposition structure of open-loop hier-
archical B pictures and MCTF. It was shown that a temporal inter
layer candidate can exploit the motion correlation among temporal
layers and lead to a significant reduction of the computational com-
plexity of motion estimation in scalable video coding while main-
taining comparable PSNR and visual quality. While the inter layer
candidate was employed in a specific motion estimation algorithm
it could also be used as search initialisation vector in other motion
estimation algorithms.
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